Transition from
“I don’t know it”
to “I know it”
is memorizing
Transition from
“I can’t do it”
to “I do it”
is training
Transition from
“I don’t understand it”
to “I get it”
is thinking
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For a relatively short period of time
several reports on education had been
issued showing the increasing demand for
more

advanced

science

education

middle and high school students1.
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to

One of the last reports2 is based on
some

general

comparison

to

school

curricula such countries as Australia or
Czech Republic and other.

In this poster, I present a short
comparison between physics curriculum
commonly used in high schools in Russia
and the physics curriculum which is
currently in use in a small two year
technical college.
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For nine years before moving in the
U.S.A. I had been teaching physics and
mathematics to middle school, high school,
college and university students, as well as
to school teachers. Now I teach physics
(and mathematics as well) at a two year
college (and continue my work with school
teachers).
My teaching experience allows me to
compare not just two documents having a
title

“A

Curriculum”,

but

also

an

experience of employing these documents.
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For not having a space to present the
whole curriculum, at the end of the poster,
the currently using syllabus is presented.

However, the detailed analysis shows
that Russian high school graduates are
suppose to demonstrate the similar amount
of knowledge as American two-year
college students when finishing physics
class.
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On the web-site below
http://www.ed.gov.ru/obedu/noc/rub/p_min/pr56-1.html#17

one

can

find

the

Minimum

of

Knowledge in Physics determined by the
Department (Ministerstvo) for Education
and Science of Russian Federation, that
every

high

school

demonstrate (in Russian).
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graduate

must

On the web-site below
http://www.ed.gov.ru/d/obedu/noc/rub/standart/pp/16-1-s.doc

one

can

Curriculum

find

the

Physics

recommended

by

Base
the

Department for Education and Science of
Russian Federation, corresponded to the
minimum of Knowledge in Physics (in
Russian).
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It is needed to say that in Russia all
middle and high school students must take
physics classes at least at the minimum
level.

Let

me

describe

below

some

differences between two curricula.

There is no much difference in study
Mechanics.
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In addition to the curriculum I currently
use at the college, Russian high school
students are supposed to obtain the
following knowledge (only the most
important laws are mentioned):
* The Ideal-Gas law, The first law of
Thermodynamics, The Carnot Engine.
* Faraday’s Law of electromagnetic
Induction.
* Elementary introduction to quantum
physics and astrophysics.
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However,

the

college

curriculum

provides more attention to study sound.

One of the biggest differences, which
cannot be noticed be comparing two
documents, but can be seen from a
teaching practice only is the problems
students are supposed to solve on the final
examination.
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The variety and the level of difficulty of
the problems Russian high school students
are supposed to solve are broader and
higher then problems recommended to the
final examination to my current college
students.

Interesting fact is that the total time
Russian students spend to study physics is
at least 140 45-minutes lesson during the
period of two years.
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My college students have 40 hours only
to cover the material (including all the
breaks). For roughly 3 times less time they
can spend on the study, the students have
to cover approximately 1.5-2 times smaller
amount of the physics content.

Another rather important difference is
that all Russian high school students had
previously physics classes for three years
in a middle school, whereas the majority of
my college students take physics class the
first time in their life.
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I hope that this short information can be
useful

for

educators

and

scholars

developing new physics curricula and
approaches to teach physics.
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